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Abstract
Obtaining an accurate whole program path (WPP) that captures a program’s runtime
behavior in terms of a control-flow trace has a number of well-known benefits, including opportunities for code optimization, bug detection, program analysis refinement,
etc. Existing techniques to compute WPPs perform sub-optimal instrumentation resulting in significant space and time overheads. Our goal in this thesis is to minimize
these overheads without losing precision.
To do so, we design a novel and scalable whole program analysis to determine
instrumentation points used to obtain WPPs. Our approach is divided into three
components: (a) an efficient summarization technique for inter-procedural path reconstruction, (b) specialized data structures called conflict sets that serve to effectively
distinguish between pairs of paths, and (c) an instrumentation algorithm that computes the minimum number of edges to describe a path based on these conflict sets.
We show that the overall problem is a variant of the minimum hitting set problem,
which is NP-hard, and employ various sound approximation strategies to yield a
practical solution.
We have implemented our approach and performed elaborate experimentation
on Java programs from the DaCapo benchmark suite to demonstrate the efficacy of
our approach across multiple dimensions. On average, our approach necessitates
instrumenting only 9% of the total number of CFG edges in the program. The average
runtime overhead incurred by our approach to collect WPPs is 1.97x, which is only
26% greater than the overhead induced by only instrumenting edges guaranteed
to exist in an optimal solution. Furthermore, compared to the state-of-the-art, we
iii
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observe a reduction in runtime overhead by an average and maximum factor of 2.8
and 5.4, respectively.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Characterizing the dynamic behavior of a program in terms of its control-flow properties has been studied using a number of elegant techniques, including whole program
path tracing [19; 39; 32], path profiling [3; 36; 13], call trace collection [37], calling
context encoding [31; 7; 40], etc. The design trade-off in these techniques involves
balancing runtime overhead with precision; an effective technique delivers precise
information about an execution’s control-flow with low runtime overhead.
Whole program path tracing is an important instance of these approaches that
derives a complete control-flow trace of an execution. Doing so has multiple benefits
to compilers, debuggers, and other related tools, including identifying opportunities
for code optimization [25; 29], detecting bugs [10; 34; 26], aiding program analysis
[20; 24; 1], inferring program properties [4], etc. More recently, intra-thread whole
program paths have been used to enable debugging of concurrent programs by
employing offline dynamic symbolic execution [14; 21; 22]. Beyond these applications,
offline analyses on whole program paths can also be employed to extract path profiles,
call traces, calling contexts, etc. whose information can be used to drive various
optimizations. Hence, any efficient solution that obtains such path information serves
as a critical component necessary for the efficient solution of a wide range of problems.
Whole program paths (WPPs) are obtained by instrumenting [15] certain program
points in the program; runtime overhead is directly related to the number of such
1
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instrumentation points and where they are inserted in the program. A naïve approach
involves instrumenting outgoing edges of all branches present in the program’s
control-flow graph (CFG). While this strategy is easily shown to be correct, it is
obviously not efficient, inserting many more instrumentations than necessary to
accurately disambiguate different paths. An optimal instrumentation strategy inserts
a minimum number of instrumentation points that nonetheless are sufficient to
reconstruct the program’s control-flow for a given execution. The number of such
instrumentations should be minimal - the removal of any instrumentation point
should prevent the unambiguous reconstruction of some feasible path. Numerous
prior work have attempted to address this problem [28; 23; 18; 27; 2] using a variety
of non-trivial, sophisticated solutions. For single procedure programs, the problem
has been shown to be NP-complete [23; 2].
For example, Larus [19] presents a solution that divides WPPs into a number of
segments, where each segment is an intra-procedural acyclic path. Segments are
uniquely identified by employing the Ball and Larus [3] algorithm, which assigns a
path identifier for that segment. A segment ends at a function call, return, or loop
backedge. The program is then instrumented to emit the path identifier at the end of
each segment. Upon executing this instrumented program, a log of emitted identifiers
is generated, which is used to obtain the WPP.
While this is certainly an effective approach, there remain multiple opportunities
to reduce the number of instrumentation points injected without sacrificing precision
– (a) logging before each call site is redundant, since instrumented edges within a
function can often be used to infer the execution of its call site, (b) logging at the
end of each iteration of a loop is not always necessary, since the loop iteration can be
precisely inferred by the path taken in the body of the loop, and (c) overall program
structure is not leveraged. These observations lead us to consider the design of an
optimal WPP instrumentation strategy, where a minimum number of instrumentation
points are used to derive any whole program path in the program.
We illustrate the potential to reduce instrumentation points using the example
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main ( ) {
i f ( p1 )
f1 ( ) ;
else
f2 ( ) ;
return ;
}

f1 ( ) {
i f ( p2 )
...
else
...
return ;
}

3

f2 ( ) {
i f ( p3 )
...
else
...
return ;
}

(a) Example code.

p1

p2

1
f1 ( )
3

2

5

f2 ( )

...

4

7

p3
6

9

10

...

...

...

8

11

12

ret

ret

ret

main ( )

f1 ( )

f2 ( )

(b) Optimal instrumentation.

Figure 1.1: Illustrative example. Marked edges are instrumented. Presence of edge 5
or 6 in the log infers the execution of edge 1; presence of edge 9 or an empty-log infers
the execution of edge 2.
given in Fig 1.1. The input program and its control-flow graphs are shown in Fig 1.1a
and Fig 1.1b respectively. Fig 1.1b presents the outcome of an optimal instrumentation
strategy in which marked edges are instrumented to emit the edge identifier, that
can be subsequently used to identify the path taken. For example, if the log of an
execution contains the edge labeled 5, it implies the following path: (p1 is true →
f1 is called → p2 is true → ret from f1→ ret from main). Similarly, the other three
paths in the program are identified by the presence of either the edge identifiers 6 or 9,
or the absence of any entries in the log. Note that the strength of this instrumentation
strategy is that, even though none of the edges in main is instrumented, a precise whole
program path for any execution can still be obtained. By leveraging our understanding
of overall program structure, we can use a small collection of instrumented edges to
infer the execution of call sites and other edges in the program.
We propose a novel, scalable and effective instrumentation algorithm that takes
as input a program P and outputs an instrumented program P I , which contains
edge instrumentations. On executing P I , a log containing the emitted identifiers is
generated. This log (a partial trace) is further processed offline using a regeneration
algorithm to generate the executed whole program path.
Our approach is based on the following intuition - the ability to reconstruct a
whole program path is tantamount to constructing a partition over edges comprising
a program’s control-flow graph. Each element in this partition is a set of edges (called
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a conflict set), any one of which can serve as a representative in the reconstructed
path; the number of instrumentations needed for path reconstruction is thus directly
proportional to the number of sets in the partition. For example, edges from the true
and false branch of a conditional naturally reside in the same set, since choosing any
one of them is sufficient to recognize the specific branch taken by the execution. The
efficiency of any algorithm based on this idea is thus dependent on the number of
these constructed sets - our goal is to minimize the number of such sets, subject to
the constraint that any reconstructed path using this partition precisely reflects the
execution’s control-flow.
However, applying this intuition to yield a practical solution is non-trivial. The
inherent NP-hardness of constructing this partition, a variant of the minimum hitting set problem [12], coupled with structural and scalability challenges apparent
when analyzing large real-world applications, conspire against a straightforward
implementation of this idea. The focus of this thesis is centered on overcoming this
hurdle.
We have implemented our ideas on top of the Soot Java compilation framework
[35]. Experiments conducted on a number of DaCapo benchmarks [5] show that
on average instrumenting only 9% of the overall edges present in the program is
sufficient to derive WPPs. More importantly, our experimental results reveal that an
optimal strategy would incur at least 71% runtime overhead on average over these
benchmarks, albeit with analysis times reflecting the inherent NP-hardness of the
problem; in contrast, our approach incurs 97% overhead, but with small analysis time
overheads. Moreover, a comparison with Larus [19] shows significant performance
gains of our technique – up to 5.4x on average compared to the state-of-the-art.
Reasonably low runtime overhead, the ability to derive precise WPPs, negligible
analysis time to identify instrumentation points, and demonstrated applicability of
our approach to realistic Java programs, make our implementation a compelling tool
for practical adoption.
The thesis makes the following technical contributions:
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• We formulate the problem of finding the minimum number of instrumentation
points to derive WPPs as a variant of the minimum hitting set problem.
• We propose a novel approach, that addresses challenges pertaining to loops and
function calls to efficiently identify the instrumentation points.
• We provide a lower bound on the runtime overhead incurred by any approach
that corresponds to a feasible instrumentation strategy to derive WPPs.
• We present a scalable and effective design and demonstrate with elaborate
experimentation that WPPs can be obtained with a relatively small number of
instrumentations.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows – Chapter 2 motivates the proposed
approach for WPPs using an example. We provide the basic design intuition and
demonstrate the similarity to minimum hitting set in Chapter 3. We extend the
design to real programs and propose optimizations, assuming the feasibility of path
enumeration, in Chapters 4 and 5. In Chapter 6, we propose a modular design
to overcome the challenges with path enumeration in real programs and address
Java-specific implementation details in Chapter 7. We present the experimental results
in Chapter 8 and discuss related work in Chapter 9 before concluding in Chapter 10.

Chapter 2
Motivation
Fig 2.1a presents two Java classes taken from luindex, a member of the DaCapo [5]
benchmark suite. Methods A, B and D from the ConcurrentMergeScheduler class and
method C from IndexWriter class are shown. The method definitions, names and line
numbers are simplified for ease of presentation. Fig 2.1b presents the corresponding
CFGs, where statements in each node are represented by their corresponding line
numbers. Table 2.1c shows the instrumentation obtained by applying the following
three approaches:
• WPP-L [19]: WPP-L splits the whole program paths into a number of intraprocedural acyclic paths. Each acyclic path is then uniquely identified using
the Ball and Larus [3] numbering scheme to help identify the path executed.
• Optimal instrumentation strategy: This strategy utilizes program structure to find
a minimum number of program points, such that instrumenting these points is
sufficient to identify any whole program path. In Chapter 3, we show that this
strategy is NP-hard.
• Our approach: The approach presented in this thesis is based on the optimal instrumentation strategy. However, since obtaining the optimal instrumentation is
NP-hard, we employ several novel approximations to yield a practical and scalable
solution.
6
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ConcurrentMergeScheduler . j a v a :
1 public class ConcurrentMergeScheduler
extends . . . {
2 protected I n d e x W r i t e r w r i t e r ;
3 public void A( I n d e x W r i t e r w r i t e r ) throws
... {
4
B(...) ;
5
while ( t r u e ) {
6
i f ( merge == n u l l ) {
7
B(...) ;
8
return ;
9
}
10
int x = D( ) ;
11
while ( x >= maxThreadCount ) {
12
B(...) ;
13
x = D( ) ;
14
}
15
B(...) ;
16
x = D( ) ;
17
i f ( x >= maxThreadCount )
18
return ;
19
B(...) ;
20 } }

entry

IndexWriter . java :
32 public class I n d e x W r i t e r {
33 p r i v a t e P r i n t S t r e a m i n f o ;
34 public void C( S t r i n g msg ) {
35
i f ( i n f o != null ) . . .
36
return ;
37 } }

23

4

e13

35
e14

e15

24

...

e17
e16
36

e2
B()

6
e3

C()

e4
10

7
8

e5

28
e18

11
e8

e11

e6

e9

e7

12
13

15
16
17

e22

29
e19

e23
30

e21
e20

...

...
D()

e10

19

18
A()

21 p r i v a t e void B( S t r i n g msg ) {
22 i f ( w r i t e r ! = n u l l )
23
w r i t e r .C( msg ) ;
24 r e t u r n ;
25 }
26 p r i v a t e synchronized i n t D ( ) {
27 i n t count = 0 ;
28 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < mergeThreads . s i z e ( ) ;
i ++ )
29
if (...) ...
30 r e t u r n count ;
31 } }

22
e12

e1

(b) Control flow graphs.

Methods
A()

B()
C()
D()
Total

WPP-L
E: e2, e3, e5, e7, e8, e9, e11
C: 4, 7, 10, 15, 12, 19
R: 18
E: e12, e13
C: 23
R: 24
E: e15
R: 36
E: e18, e19, e22
R: 30
24

Optimal
E: e8

E: e8, e10

E: e14

E: e14

E: e15, e17

E: e15, e17

E: e18, e19, e23

E: e18, e19, e23

7

8

(c) Instrumentation points.

(a) Code from benchmark.

Figure 2.1: Motivating example.

Our
Approach
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Instrumentations on edges, call sites and return sites are represented by the labels
E, C and R respectively. The instrumentation associated with the optimal strategy is
obtained manually.
The WPP-L approach inserts a total of 24 instrumentations as shown in Table 2.1c.
The optimal instrumentation strategy leads to only 7 instrumented edges, which is
more than a 3x improvement over WPP-L. This disparity in instrumentation count
motivates the design of an efficient instrumentation strategy. Note that our technique
yields a solution close to the optimal, requiring only 8 edges to be instrumented.
Call sites

WPP-L adds instrumentation to emit the Ball-Larus identifier at the

first call site in each basic block to record the acyclic path taken before entering
the function. For the example program, seven call sites are instrumented as shown
in Table 2.1c. We observe that some of these instrumentations are redundant. For
example, the call site at line 23 to C() in B() is instrumented to record the branch
at line 22. But the outcome of the branch can be inferred using the instrumented
edges in C() and the instrumented return site at line 24. More specifically, if the log
contains e15 or the return site 36 due to the instrumentations in C(), we can infer the
execution of edge e12. Similarly, the presence of return site 24 in the log can be used
to infer the execution of edge e14. This makes the instrumentation at the call site 23
in B() unnecessary. A similar argument can be applied to the call sites at lines 4, 7,
10, 19.
Loop backedges In the presence of loops, the WPP-L approach instruments back
edges to record the acyclic path taken in the body of the loop. But, observe that
the information recorded in the loop body can be used to infer a loop iteration. For
example, the loop represented by the back edge e7 consists of a single path e6 →
12 → 13 → e7, where the call site at 12 and edge e7 are instrumented. Interestingly,
we observe that the instrumentation in B() alone is sufficient to identify this path.
This shows that instrumentations on the back edge of a loop are not always necessary
and can introduce avoidable runtime overhead. Similar reasoning applies to the back
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edges e11 and e22.
In general, we can reduce the number of injected instrumentations by exploiting details about the program structure reflected in the CFG. However, due to the
NP-hardness of the problem (discussed in Chapters 3 to 5) and the complexities
associated with obtaining an optimal solution on real (large) programs (discussed in
Chapter 6), we employ approximations that result in eight (rather than the optimal
seven) instrumentation points shown in Table 2.1c. This difference in the number
of instrumentation points (8 vs the 24 produced by WPP-L) has a corresponding
beneficial impact on runtime overhead.

Chapter 3
Design Intuition
In this chapter, we define the problem of optimally instrumenting a program to obtain
WPPs and show that this problem is a variant of the minimum hitting set problem.
Given a program P , each function F in P is represented in terms of its CFG, where
each node represents a statement and each directed edge represents control-flow from
one statement to another. F is assumed to have a unique entry node (entry F ), a unique
exit node (exit F ), and a unique exit edge. Edges between the CFGs associated with
different functions exist in the presence of call sites. For a call site node u to a function
G, a call edge is present from u to entryG and a return edge is present from exitG
to u. The execution of the program starts from the main function. A whole program
path is a sequence of edges in the program starting at entrymain and ending at exitmain ,
representing a valid execution path for the program. Thus, a whole program path
entering a call site will continue at the callee function. Given nodes n1 and n2 in a
whole program path p, a program path starting at n1 and ending at n2 is a sequence
of edges found in p that enables control flow from n1 to reach n2 . A partial whole
program path is a sub-sequence of a whole program path. We define two paths L and
R to be disjoint if there is no common edge between them. Otherwise, L and R are
considered to be intersecting.

10
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Problem statement Given a program P , the problem is to find the minimum set
of instrumentation points I sufficient to generate an instrumented program P I ,
where each instrumentation point emits a unique identifier when executed. Upon the
execution of P I , a sequence of identifiers L is generated, which represents a partial
whole program path. I should satisfy the property that the complete whole program
path can be generated precisely by using only L and P I with the help of an offline
reconstruction algorithm.
Criteria for feasible solution A set I is a feasible solution to the program P if the
partial log L can be used to generate the whole program path without any ambiguity
i.e. L is sufficient to infer the edge taken at each branch encountered by the whole
program path. For each branch node, I should be able to precisely distinguish
between all the paths starting at that node. This subsequently guarantees that upon
execution, I can precisely identify the branch edge executed. Thus, the criteria for a
feasible solution becomes: for each branch η in P , I should be able to distinguish
between each pair of paths starting at η.
Definition 1 (Optimal solution). The optimality of a feasible solution is defined on the
cardinality of I . Given a program P , a feasible solution I to P is said to be an optimal
0

solution, if there exists no other feasible solution I to P such that I

0

< |I|.

We now discuss the idea behind obtaining the optimal solution for a program. For
a branch node η, let L and R be two paths starting at η from the true and false edge of
η respectively. For now, assume that L and R are disjoint1 . Let e be an edge in path
L. Instrumenting e is sufficient to distinguish between L and R, because the presence
of e in L identifies L and its absence identifies R. Since the paths are disjoint, similar
behavior is observed by picking any edge in L or any edge in R. If a set C contains all
the edges in the path L and R, then any edge in C can be instrumented to distinguish
between L and R at η. We define C as the conflict set for the pair of paths L and R.
1 We

relax this assumption in the following chapter, and explain the applicability of the approach to
real programs.
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Formally, for a branch node η, consider two whole program paths p1 and p2,
where p1 and p2 reach η by traversing the same sequence of edges, diverge at η and
reach the end of the program. Let p1 = ( a1 . . . ak . . . am ), p2 = (b1 . . . bk . . . bn ), such
that ∀i < k, ai = bi , ak 6= bk , where ak and bk are the outgoing edges of η. Using p1
and p2, a pair of paths (sub-sequence of whole program paths) starting at η is derived
as L = ( ak . . . am ) and R = (bk . . . bn ). Here, L signifies the path from the left edge of η
and R signifies the path from the right edge of η. Thus, L and R are two paths starting
from different outgoing edges of η. The instrumentation strategy should be able to
distinguish between the pair of paths L and R. Since multiple such pairs are possible
at η, we define pairs(η) to generate all possible pairs. Thus, for each branch η, we
need to be able to distinguish between each pair of paths in pairs(η).
For any branch η, let us assume that each pair of paths in pairs(η) is disjoint.
Conflict sets are then collected for each pair of paths at each branch node, and the
collection of conflict sets (call it C) is then used to construct the set of instrumentation
points I . A feasible solution I should satisfy the property that ∀C ∈ C, ∃e ∈ I | e ∈ C
i.e. I should cover each conflict set. The minimum I that satisfies this property
constitutes the minimum number of instrumentation points required for the given
program. This formulation can be seen as a variant of the minimum hitting set
problem [12].
Minimum hitting set problem

Given a universe U of elements and a collection

C of subsets of U, we wish to find the smallest subset H of U, which satisfies the
property that H contains at least one element from each set in the collection C. The
minimum hitting set for C is H. In our problem, U is the set of all edges and C is
the collection of conflict sets for the program. Given this, the minimum hitting set

H of C is the set of instrumentation points I . Thus, after collecting conflict sets, any
off-the-shelf hitting set solver can be employed to obtain I .
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code to generate the instrumented program P I
for an input program P . The Main procedure invokes GenConflictSets procedure
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Algorithm 1 Instrument
Input: Program P
Output: Set I , instrumented program P I
1: procedure Main(P )
2:
I := ∅, C := ∅
3:
for function F in P do
4:
for branch η in F do
5:
GenConflictSets(η, C)
6:
I := Minimum hitting set of C
7:
P I := P instrumented with edges in I
8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure GenConflictSets(η, C)
for paths (L, R) in pairs(η) do
C := { Edges in L } ∪ { Edges in R }
Add C to C

for each branch node η in the program. The GenConflictSets procedure creates a
conflict set for each pair of paths in pairs(η). Since each pair of paths is assumed to
be disjoint, the conflict set consists of edges in the two paths.
Algorithm 2 Reconstruct
Input: Log L, P I
Output: Complete trace
1: trace := ∅, l := next(L), u := entry main
2: while u 6 = exit main do
3:
if outdegree(u) == 1 then v := succ(u)
4:
else
5:
L := unique path originating at u containing l
6:
v := succ(u) in L
7:
if (u → v) == l then l := next(L)
. Consume log entry
8:
Add u → v to trace
. Record the executed edge
9:
u := v
Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo-code to reconstruct the executed whole program
path using the generated log L. The algorithm traverses the CFG of the instrumented
program P I and makes decisions on the path taken using L. On encountering a
branch node, the current entry in the log is used to determine the branch edge to be
traversed. If the instrumented edge representing the current log entry is encountered,
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Figure 3.1: Challenges: (a) Intersecting paths. (b) Loops. (c) Number of paths.
the current log entry is consumed and the next entry in L is read.
Even though the presented approach is correct, there are challenges in applying it
in practice – (a) the approach is proposed in the context of disjoint paths and does not
handle intersecting paths which are common in programs, (b) cycles in the program
result in an infinite number of paths and (c) path enumeration is not practical. We
now explain these challenges in more detail.
Intersecting paths Instrumenting common edges found among intersecting paths
leads to ambiguity during reconstruction. For example, consider the program in
Fig 3.1(a). The two paths L and R are (1, 3, 5) and (2, 4, 5). The conflict set created
for L and R is C = {1, 3, 5, 2, 4}. Since C is the only conflict set, a possible minimum
hitting set is I = {5}. If the edge 5 is instrumented, the presence of 5 in the log will
not be sufficient to distinguish between the paths L and R, because 5 is common in
both L and R. In such a case, instrumentation on non-intersecting edges is required to
distinguish the two paths.
Loops

In the presence of loops, the number of paths starting at a branch will

become unbounded. This is illustrated in Fig 3.1(b). At the branch node η, the paths

(1, 2, 4, 6, 7) and (1, 2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7) represent paths with one and two iterations of
the loop, respectively. Continuing this way, the number of paths starting at η, and
the conflict sets created for each pair of paths at η, will become unbounded. In
these cases, a mechanism which overcomes this challenge to identify the minimum
instrumentation points is needed.
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Enumerating paths Conflict sets are created by enumerating each pair of paths
starting at branch nodes. The number of such pairs grows exponentially with program
size. Consider the simple program in Fig 3.1(c), which contains three call sites in
the function F to the function G. At the branch node η 1 in F, 16 pairs of paths are
feasible and at the branch node η 2 in G, 9 pairs of paths are feasible. This results in the
generation of 25 conflict sets for the simple program. As the program size increases,
the number of conflict sets created also increases, and the enumeration of each pair of
paths becomes practically infeasible.

Chapter 4
Optimal Instrumentation
In this chapter, we discuss strategies to handle intersecting paths and cyclic CFGs in
real programs designed to yield minimal (and correct) instrumentation.

4.1

Handling intersecting paths

Paths L and R are said to be intersecting if there is a common edge between them i.e.

∃e | (e ∈ L) ∧ (e ∈ R). Here, e is called the intersecting edge. Creating a conflict set
containing an intersecting edge is incorrect because instrumentation affixed to that
edge will not be able to distinguish between the two paths. To resolve this ambiguity,
a conflict set Ce , consisting of edges in the paths L and R up to e is created. Each edge
in Ce is unique to either L or R up to e, and instrumenting any edge in Ce is sufficient
to distinguish between the paths L and R.
In the presence of multiple intersecting edges, ambiguity must be resolved for each
edge. This is because any edge may be encountered during an arbitrary execution
and if sufficient instrumentation is not present, then the executed path becomes
ambiguous. Hence, a conflict set is created for each intersecting edge. In some paths,
multiple instances of the edge e can appear. For example, if a path L consists of two
call sites to the same function F, the edges in F an appear twice in L. Let e1 and e2 be
two instances of an intersecting edge e in path L. In this case, the conflict set created
16
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for e2 will contain the edge e, since e1 is present in the path up to e2 . However,
instrumenting the edge e to cover the conflict set is incorrect. This is because e is not
unique to either L or R, and fails to distinguish the two paths. Thus, a conflict set
created for an intersecting edge e, should not contain e. Due to this reason, only the
first instance of e is considered while creating the conflict set.
For ease of presentation, we define two auxiliary functions to describe our strategy:
• index(e,L): the index of the first instance of e in L.
• edges(e,L): a set, consisting of edges in the path L up to the index k, where k

= index(e,L).
For a pair of paths L and R, we derive the set of intersecting edges, denoted as IEL,R ,
and create a conflict set for each intersecting edge e in IEL,R as Ce = edges(e,L) ∪
edges(e,R).
We elaborate this further using a simple example. Let L = (1, 7, 3, 5, 6, 7) and
R = (2, 4, 5, 6, 7) be two paths starting at a branch node. Then, IEL,R = {7, 5, 6} and
conflict sets are created for each edge in IEL,R . Let us consider the intersecting edge 7.
The edges(7,L) is {1}. Similarly, for path R, edges(7,R) is {2, 4, 5, 6}. The conflict set
created for edge 7 is C7 = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6}. Here, even though the edge 7 appears twice in
L, we considered only the first instance when constructing C7 . Similarly, conflict sets
for edges 5 and 6 are constructed as C5 = {1, 7, 3, 2, 4} and C6 = {1, 7, 3, 5, 2, 4}.
If L and R do not contain any intersecting edges, a unique element ⊥ is added to
IEL,R , which represents the end of the paths. In this case, the conflict set will contain
all the edges in the paths L and R.
Algorithm 3 presents the pseudo-code to handle intersecting paths. Since the
Main procedure from Algorithm 1 invoking GenConflictSets remains the same,
it has been omitted. For each pair of paths (L, R) in pairs(η), conflict set is created
for each edge in IEL,R . The collected conflict sets are further used to identify the
instrumentation points.
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Algorithm 3 Instrument
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

procedure GenConflictSets(η, C)
for paths (L, R) in pairs(η) do
Compute IEL,R
for e in IEL,R do
C := edges(e,L) ∪ edges(e,R)
Add C to C
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η
p2
p3
p1

pairs(η)
L
R
(5, 7, 3)
(6, 8, 3)
(9, 11, 4)
(10, 12, 4)
(1, 5, 7, 3) (2, 9, 11, 4)
(1, 5, 7, 3) (2, 10, 12, 4)
(1, 6, 8, 3) (2, 9, 11, 4)
(1, 6, 8, 3) (2, 10, 12, 4)

IEL,R

C

{3}
{4}
{⊥}
{⊥}
{⊥}
{⊥}

C3 = {5, 7, 6, 8}
C4 = {9, 11, 10, 12}
C⊥ = {1, 5, 7, 3, 2, 9, 11, 4}
C⊥ = {1, 5, 7, 3, 2, 10, 12, 4}
C⊥ = {1, 6, 8, 3, 2, 9, 11, 4}
C⊥ = {1, 6, 8, 3, 2, 10, 12, 4}

Table 4.1: Algorithm 3 on Fig 1.1.

Illustrative example We now explain Algorithm 3 on the illustrative example given
in Fig 1.1. Table 4.1 shows the various information collected by the algorithm to
create conflict sets. For the branch nodes p3, p2 and p1, the numbers of pairs of paths
present in pairs(η) are 1, 1 and 4 respectively. These paths are shown in Table 4.1,
and a conflict set is created for each pair, as there is a maximum of one intersecting
edge for all pairs of paths. Then, the minimum hitting set is computed for the six
conflict sets. A possible optimal solution to cover the six conflict sets is {5, 6, 9}. These
edges are represented as marked edges in Fig 1.1b.

4.2

Handling loops

We discuss the optimal approach to instrument programs with cyclic CFGs. In the
presence of loops in a function, the number of paths becomes unbounded and can
thus lead to the generation of infinite number of conflict sets.
A naïve approach to handle loops involves instrumenting the backedges of the
loop, and removing the instrumented backedges to make the CFG acyclic. But
instrumenting all the backedges is not optimal always. Another approach is to unroll
the loop depending on the iteration count of the loop. Since the iteration count is not
available statically, this approach is also not practical.
To address this, we make a key observation about the behavior of the loop across
multiple iterations. The static body of the loop across each iteration of the loop is
identical even though the values of variables can be different. Since path tracing
requires only the control-flow structure, we can ignore the changes to variables. This
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(c) Conflict sets generated for Fig 4.1b.
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Figure 4.1: Loop transformation.
enables us to simply unroll the loop once and apply Algorithm 3 on the resulting
acyclic CFG without affecting minimality or correctness. More formally,
Property 1. If any path taken in two iterations of the loop can be distinguished without
ambiguity, it guarantees that the path taken in n iterations of the loop can also be distinguished,
for an arbitrary value of n.
Proof. We prove by induction on the number of loop iterations. Let us assume that
we have an approach to find the instrumentation points to identify the path taken in
the first and second iterations of the loop. As induction hypothesis, assume that the
instrumented edges are able to identify the path taken till k iterations, for any value
of k. We have to prove that the path taken in k + 1 iteration can also be identified.
As explained previously, the body of the loop is identical for all iterations of the
loop. Hence, the instrumentation points required to identify the path in k and k + 1
iterations are equal to the instrumentation points required for the first and second
iterations. Since an approach to find the latter is assumed to exist, the same solution
is sufficient for the former as well. Thus, the path taken in k + 1 iteration can be
identified, proving our induction hypothesis.
Our strategy to identify paths in two iterations is to unroll the loop once in the
CFG. This results in an acyclic graph with two identical copies of the loop body, and
we use the same edge identifiers in both copies. We elaborate this using a simple
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example. Fig 4.1a shows a CFG with a loop. After applying our transformation,
the unrolled loop is shown in Fig 4.1b. Block B2 is identical to the block B1 , and
the branches A2 and A3 are identical to the branch A1 . Since we only consider two
replications of the body of the loop, the outgoing edge 1 of the branch A3 is omitted.
Hence, A3 is treated as a primitive statement and not as a branch node. Algorithm 3
is applied on this transformed CFG to obtain the instrumentation points. Using this,
edges are instrumented on the original cyclic CFG.
Let us assume that the body of the loop B contains a single statement. Conflict sets
are collected on the acyclic graph shown in Fig 4.1b at the branch nodes A1 and A2 .
The branch A3 is not considered since it has only one outgoing edge. The numbers of
pairs of paths starting at A1 and A2 are 2 and 1 respectively. A total of six conflict sets
are collected for these pairs as shown in Fig 4.1c. Consider the paths L = {1, 3, 2, 4}
and R = {2, 4} at A1 . Here, 2 and 4 are the intersecting edges i.e. IEL,R = {2, 4}.
Hence, two conflict sets C2 and C4 are created. A minimum hitting set for the six
conflict sets is {1}. Edge 1 is then instrumented in the cyclic CFG in Fig 4.1a, which
is capable of identifying any WPP.

4.3

Correctness and minimality

We now prove the correctness and minimality of the instrumentation points obtained
using this strategy.
Theorem 1 (Correctness). Given a program P , the set of instrumentation points I obtained
using Algorithm 3 is sufficient to regenerate any path in the program, using Algorithm 2.
Proof. We first prove the theorem for programs with acyclic CFGs. Assume that
during reconstruction at a branch η, there is ambiguity between two paths L and R.
This indicates that the next entry in the log L generated by an edge e is unable to
distinguish between L and R i.e. e is not unique to either L or R. Since e is the next
instrumented edge, none of the edges to e is instrumented in both paths. Here, L and
R are intersecting paths and e is an intersecting edge i.e. e ∈ IEL,R
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In Algorithm 3, a conflict set is created for each edge in IEL,R . The conflict set Ce
created for the edge e consists of edges such that instrumenting any edge in Ce can
distinguish between L and R. Since none of the edges till e is instrumented, it indicates
that none of the edges in Ce is instrumented i.e. I does not cover Ce . This contradicts
the fact that I is a feasible solution, since it does not satisfy the hitting set property.
This proves the correctness of our approach for acyclic CFGs.
For programs with cyclic CFGs, we employ the loop transformation described
earlier to convert the cyclic CFG to an acyclic CFG, which satisfies Property 1. Since
the correctness of Algorithm 3 is known for acyclic CFGs, the transformation enables
it to be generalized for cyclic CFGs.
Theorem 2 (Minimality). Given a program P , the cardinality of an optimal solution O
(from Definition 1) is equal to the cardinality of I obtained using Algorithm 3.
Proof. Let C be the collection of conflict sets. Since O is defined to be the minimum
set, the size of any other feasible solution will be greater than or equal to O i.e. |O|

≤ |I|. We first show that O also satisfies the hitting set property for C. Consider a
conflict set C ∈ C for a pair of paths L and R such that C is not covered by O . Since
none of the edges in C is instrumented, there exists an execution where O will not be
able to distinguish between L and R. This will make O infeasible. As O is assumed to
be a feasible solution, no such C can exist. Thus, each set in C contains at least one
edge in O i.e. O is a hitting set for C. Since I is defined to be the minimum hitting
set, the size of any other hitting set to C cannot be less than that of I i.e. |I| ≤ |O|.
As we already know that |O| ≤ |I|, this proves that |O| = |I|.

Chapter 5
Optimizations for Conflict Set
Generation
The complexity of deriving instrumentation points is dependent on the total number
of conflict sets generated. In this chapter, we discuss two optimizations to reduce the
total count of generated conflict sets. Importantly, this reduction will not affect the
correctness and minimality associated with the overall approach.

5.1

Preliminaries

We first define two interesting properties related to the solution for the hitting set
problem used in our approach.
Property 2. For a universe of elements (U), and a collection of subsets of U, (C), if A and
B are two sets in C such that A ⊂ B, then the minimum hitting set of C is equal to the
minimum hitting set of C − B.
Property 3. For a universe of elements (U), and a collection of subsets of U, (C), let H be
C’s minimum hitting set. If S ⊆ H, and C0 = C/S, then H − S is a minimum hitting set of
C 0 .1
1 C/S

is defined as: Given C = { A1 , . . . , An }, Ai ∈ C/S if Ai ∩ S = ∅.
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The first property captures the scenario where { A, B} ⊆ C and A ⊂ B. In this case,
B can be ignored while finding the hitting set of C. The second property describes
the scenario where a set S contains some elements of U before finding the hitting
set of a collection of sets C. All the sets in C containing an element from S can be
ignored, since they already satisfy the hitting set property. To illustrate this, consider
a set A = {1, 2, 3} in a collection of sets C. Let S be initialized with some elements,
S = {1}. Here, the element 1 in S is also present in the set A, satisfying the hitting
set property for A.

5.2

Dominance relation

We observe that it is not necessary to construct a conflict set for each intersecting edge
in Algorithm 3. Our observation is inspired by Property 2.
For a pair of paths L and R, we define a dominance relation, ≺L,R , over pairs of
intersecting edges. An intersecting edge e dominates another intersecting edge f (e

≺L,R f), if e appears before f in both the paths L and R. In other words, index(e,L) <
index(f,L) and index(e,R) < index(f,R) are both true.
Consider two intersecting edges e and f such that e ≺L,R f. Here, edges(e,L) ⊂
edges(f,L) and edges(e,R) ⊂ edges(f,R). This implies that the conflict set created
for e is a subset of the conflict set created for f, Ce ⊂ Cf . From Property 2, Cf will have
no effect on the minimum hitting set. Hence, Cf can be ignored. By extending this
property, conflict sets for all the intersecting edges dominated by e are also ignored.
For example, suppose L = (1, 7, 3, 5, 6, 7) and R = (2, 4, 5, 6, 7). The set of intersecting edges is IEL,R = {7, 5, 6}. Here, the edge 5 dominates the edge 6, and thus 5

≺L,R 6. Hence, C5 ⊂ C6 . Consequently, C6 can be ignored. However, we still need to
construct the conflict set C7 as there is no dominance relation between the edges 5 and
7. Based on this, we use C5 and C7 to distinguish between L and R.
By leveraging the above property, for any pair of paths, conflict sets are only
created for the intersecting edges which are not dominated by any other edge for
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Figure 5.1: α-instrumentation strategy.
that pair. We redefine IEL,R to contain only these edges. Thus, for a pair of paths
L and R, and the set IEL,R , each edge f in IEL,R should satisfy the condition that

(@e ∈ IEL,R | e ≺L,R f). Subsequently, we construct the conflict sets for the edges
in IEL,R . For the scenario described in the last paragraph, edge 5 dominates edge 6.
Hence, the updated set IEL,R is {7, 5}.

5.3

Initial(α)-instrumentation

There are other opportunities to reduce the creation of conflict sets. One particularly
important one entails finding specific edges in the program that are guaranteed to be a
part of an optimal solution. These edges are identified on the basis that none of the
other instrumented edges can help to infer the execution of these edges. These edges
are added to I before applying Algorithm 3.
The edges identified by this strategy satisfy Property 3, and help to reduce the
number of conflict sets generated. For example, if α is the set of edges identified
by this strategy, the conflict sets containing at least one edge in α do not contribute
towards obtaining the minimum hitting set, since they already satisfy the hitting set
property. Hence, the final set I is not affected by the absence of these conflict sets.
Thus, conflict sets which contain at least one edge from α need not be considered in
Algorithm 3.
Since the number of pairs of paths containing an edge is exponential to the number
of branch nodes present, a single edge in α will help in significantly reducing the
number of useful conflict sets. Hence, the strategy to identify the set α is critical.
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However, this must be achieved without affecting optimality, because incorrectly
identifying an edge as part of this process can lead to a sub-optimal solution. Each
edge added to α must guarantee that the cardinality of I using this optimization is
equal to the cardinality of I obtained by the optimal approach.
We use the intra-procedural control-flow to identify these edges. At a branch
η, if the control-flow behavior on the true edge of η is similar to the control-flow
behavior on the false edge of η, a branch edge is required to be in I . For a pair of
intra-procedural straight-line paths L and R starting from either sides of the branch
η, till the join node of η, let CSL and CSR represent the sequence of callee functions
present in L and R respectively. If CSL = CSR , then a branch edge of η is added to α
as the instrumentations in the callee cannot infer the branch edges of η. For nested
conditionals, we process starting from the inner-most branch nodes and consider only
the pair of paths which do not contain an edge in α.
Fig 5.1 illustrates α-instrumentation. In the four CFGs, L = (1, 3) and R = (2, 4).
In Fig 5.1(a), since no function calls are present between the branch and join nodes
CSL = (), CSR = (). Hence, the execution of edges in this region cannot be inferred
from any edge outside the region. Hence, any optimal solution will contain at least
one of the four edges. We proactively include one of the edges (e.g., the marked edge
1) as part of α. Similarly, in Fig 5.1(b), even though call sites to function F are present,
they are present on either side of the branch η making the behavior similar on both
paths i.e. CSL = (F), CSR = (F). Even in this case, instrumentation on either edge 1 or
2 becomes necessary and one of the edges is added to α.
In contrast, Fig 5.1(c) and Fig 5.1(d) exhibit behavior that is not similar across
the branches. Fig 5.1(c) contains call sites to different functions F and G, where
CSL = (F), CSR = (G). Instrumented edges in F or G can help infer the execution of
edges 1 and 2 which is known only after applying Algorithm 3. Similar reasoning can
be used for Fig 5.1(d), where CSL = (F), CSR = (). We do not add edges to α in such
cases.
After identifying α, IEL,R can be further reduced. Let e be an edge in IEL,R and
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let Ce be the conflict set associated with e. If any edge in α is present in Ce , then Ce
satisfies Property 3 and can be ignored. Thus, e is removed from IEL,R . Removing
these edges from IEL,R will reduce the total number of derived conflict sets.
The two optimizations described above are used on top of Algorithm 3. As our
experimental results confirm, these optimizations are effective in significantly reducing
the total number of conflict sets generated. Since the dominance relation satisfies
Property 2 and the α-instrumentation strategy satisfies Property 3, the correctness
and the minimality of Algorithm 3 remain unaffected.

Chapter 6
Modular Design
The approach described so far provides a correct and minimal technique to derive
the instrumentation but is dependent on path enumeration to determine intersecting
edges and construct conflict sets.
One way to enumerate paths is to create a single graph representing the entire
program, on which conflict sets are collected. This graph can be obtained by inlining
the CFG of each function at its call site. For an acyclic call graph, this process results
in the generation of a single whole program CFG. The size of such a graph explodes
with the program size. This can be seen in Table 6.1, which shows the size of the
whole program CFG for various programs from the DaCapo benchmark suite [5],
where cycles in call graph are ignored. The number of nodes in the graph is large,
ranging from 47k in h2 to 2.3g in antlr. Consequently, path enumeration on such
graphs is not practical. The table also shows the average and maximum size of the
per function CFG. The average number of nodes ranges from 30 in avrora to 102 in
antlr, which are orders of magnitude smaller than that of the whole program CFG.
It therefore is essential that path enumeration be modular, considering paths for each
function separately, and using summaries to build inter-procedural path segments.
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avrora
batik
fop
h2
luindex
lusearch
pmd
sunflow
antlr
bloat
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DaCapo
version
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2006-10
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Count of nodes/edges in the graph
Inlined whole
Per function CFG
program CFG
Avg
Max
Nodes
Edges
Nodes Edges Nodes Edges
(in K)
(in K)
433
479
30
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1316
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1222
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55
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25722
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724
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31
32
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1644
1796
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1604
1603
2326674 2591880
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1805
1970
4093
4645
50
53
1253
1368
727710
822040
50
53
2161
2162
292
304
41
42
554
590
47
49
37
38
439
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Figure 6.1: δ-instrumentation
strategy.

Table 6.1: Whole program CFG vs. per function CFG.

6.1

Approximate(δ)-instrumentation

Consider a pair of paths L and R starting at a branch η in function F. Here, edges
in IEL,R can be present beyond exitF depending on the context in which F is called.
Since context information is unavailable during the analysis of F, these intersecting
edges need to be handled to avoid compromising correctness. We address this by
instrumenting a few edges within F (by adding them to I ) before applying our
analysis.
One strategy is to add the exit edge e of F to the set I . Since any intersecting
edge f ∈ IEL,R present beyond the exitF has to go through the edge e, the conflict set
created for f, Cf , will contain e. Since the edge e is already a part of I , the conflict
set Cf is resolved and can be ignored. This enables us to focus only on the edges
in IEL,R which do not cross exitF . However, the edge e may not be a part of the
optimal instrumentation. This approximation is necessitated to ensure scalability of
the analysis.
We also observe that the exit edge for a function need not be instrumented always.
We define δ to be the set of edges instrumented using the following proposal – for each
function F, if there is a path L from a branch node to the exit node of F which does
not contain a call site, any edge e in L is added to δ. Otherwise, if L contains a call site
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Algorithm 4 CreateSummary
P path )

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

σ : function → (function →
procedure CreateSummary(F, σ, I )
σ [F][F] := {}
for call site u in F do
for each path A from entryF to u do
EA := edges(_,A)
if EA ∩ I = ∅ then
G := callee function of u
for each entry (H, B) in σ [G] do
/∗ Edges to reach H from entryF via G ∗/
EAB := EA ∪ B
Add EAB to σ [F][H]

entry F

entry G

A

B

H()

G()
F()

entry H

C
H()

exit H

G()

H()

σ [ F ][ F ] = {}

σ [ G ][ G ] = {}

σ [ F ][ G ] = {edges(_,B)}

σ [ G ][ H ] = {edges(_,C)}

σ[ H ][ H ] = {}

σ [ F ][ H ] = {edges(_,A),
edges(_,B) ∪ edges(_,C)}

Figure 6.2: Summary generation.

to a function G, the analysis of G previously guarantees that the inter-procedural path
given by L contains an edge in I ). This satisfies the condition that any path reaching
the exit node of F contains an instrumented edge. Edges in δ are then added to I .
Fig 6.1 illustrates the idea. Here, function G contains two paths from η 2 to ret –

(5, 7) and (6, 8). Since both the paths do not contain a call site, one edge from each
path is added to δ resulting in δ being {5,6}. Function F contains a path (1, 3) from η 1
to ret. Since this path does not contain any call site, we add 1 to δ. Adding edge 2 to
δ is not required since all the paths originating at η2 via 2 traverses the call site to G in
which all paths are instrumented.

6.2

Function summaries

Function summaries are defined in terms of a data structure: σ : function →

(function → P path ), where path ⊂ P edges . The summary of F (σ[F]) is a map that
describes the paths to various functions reachable from F. We use edges(_,X) to
represent the set of all edges in a path X. If there exists a path X from entryF to a call
site of function G, this path is recorded in the summary as σ [F][G] = {edges(_,X)}.
Since there can be multiple such paths, σ [F] is a map from a function to multiple sets
of edges. Also, as the paths present in σ are used to derive conflict sets, we require
that none of the summary edges is present in I . Otherwise, the resultant conflict
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set constructed using such a summary entry will automatically satisfy the hitting set
property and can be ignored.
Algorithm 4 describes the summary generation for a function F with the assumption that the summaries for the functions called by F are previously computed. The
initialization on line 2 indicates that F is reachable from itself without taking any
additional edge. Then, for each call site u to function G in F, we update σ[F] using the
entries in σ[G] because the functions reachable from entryG are also reachable from
entryF , by traversing the path till u (e.g., A). Thus, for a function and path pair (H, B)
in σ[G], EAB represents the sets of edges in the paths A and B, as shown in line 9. Then,
EAB is added to σ [F][H] at line 10.
Fig 6.2 illustrates the working of Algorithm 4. It shows the summaries generated
for three functions. Since there are no call sites in H, σ[H] contains a single entry.
In function G, there is a path C to the call site of H. Hence, the set of edges in C is
added to σ [G][H]. Function F contains call sites to G and H. Hence, σ [F] is updated
using σ [G] and σ[H]. Since path B reaches the call site to G, each entry in σ[G] is
merged with the set of edges in B. By doing this, we get σ [F][G] = {edges(_,B)}
and σ[F][H] = {edges(_,B) ∪ edges(_,C)}, which indicates that H is reachable from
entryF by taking the edges in σ [F][H]. Similarly, we update σ[F] for the call site to H
and obtain the resulting σ as shown in the figure.

6.3

Conflict set generation

Because function summaries encode various control-flow paths that do not have
a representative in the instrumented set of edges, our goal is to construct conflict
sets to differentiate these paths. For a branch node η, we only consider the pair of
intra-procedural paths L and R starting on the either side of η, such that the paths do
not contain any edges in I , and terminate either at unique call sites or at exitF . If a
path contains multiple call sites, we only consider the path till the first call site. Thus,
L and R are intra-procedural paths. We use func_pairs(η) to represent all such pairs.
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Consider conflict set generation for the scenario in which L and R end at a call site.
The SummarizedConflictSets procedure in Algorithm 5 explains this process. It
takes as input σ apart from L and R, and updates C with the conflict sets associated
with L and R. We define sink(X) to return the callee function associated with the call
site where the path ends. Let G and H be the callee functions of the call sites in L and
R respectively (line 23).
Using the summaries of the functions G and H, we create conflict sets for the entries
common in σ [G] and σ[H]. In other words, if there exists a function M reachable from G
and H by traversing the paths in σ [G][M] and σ [H][M] then M is reachable from η as well.
If X is an entry in σ[G][M], then function M is reachable from η by taking the edges in

(edges(_,L) ∪ X). Similarly, we can derive a path to M via R. As there are two paths
from η reaching a common function, a conflict set becomes necessary to distinguish
this pair. Such a conflict set will contain the edges in (edges(_,L) ∪ X ∪ edges(_,R) ∪
Y).
In the presence of multiple entries in σ[G][M], let A denote the sets of edges in the
paths reaching M through L. Here, A is the cross product of edges(_,L) with σ[G][M]
(line 25). Similarly, we use B to denote the sets of edges in the paths reaching M
through R (line 26). Subsequently, we construct a conflict set for each combination in

(A, B) to obtain the necessary conflict sets (line 27).
The aforementioned process is to construct conflict sets when two paths under
consideration have call sites at the end. Our approach still needs to be applicable in
other scenarios (e.g., no call sites on pair of paths, etc). We explain our approach to
handle these scenarios in the second half of GenConflictSets. We compute IEL,R for
L and R by traversing the paths (recall that L and R are intra-procedural). If L and R
end at call sites, ⊥ is not added to IEL,R . Then, we construct the conflict set for each
edge in IEL,R (lines 19 - 21).
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Algorithm 5 Instrument
Input: Program P
Output: Set I , instrumented program P I
1: procedure Main(P )
2:
I := ∅, C := ∅, σ := ∅
3:
funcs := reverse topological order of
call graph
4:
for function F in funcs do
5:
α := α-instrumentation on F
6:
δ := δ-instrumentation on F
7:
I := I ∪ α ∪ δ
8:
for branch η in F do
9:
GenConflictSets(η, C, σ)
10:
CreateSummary(F, σ, I )
11:
H := Minimum hitting set of C
12:
I := I ∪ H
13:
P I := P instrumented with edges in I

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

6.4

procedure GenConflictSets(η, C, σ)
for intra-procedural paths (L, R) in
func_pairs(η) do
if L and R end at unique call sites then
SummarizedConflictSets(L, R, C, σ)
Compute IEL,R
for edge e in IEL,R do
C := edges(e,L) ∪ edges(e,R)
Add C to C
procedure SummarizedConflictSets(L,R,C,σ)
G := sink(L), H := sink(R)
for function M s.t. σ [G][M] and σ[H][M] exists do
/∗ Sets of edges in paths from L to M via G ∗/
A := edges(_,L) × σ [G][M]
/∗ Sets of edges in paths from R to M via H ∗/
B := edges(_,R) × σ [H][M]
/∗ Conflict set for each pair in (A, B) ∗/
C := C ∪ (A × B)

Instrumentation algorithm

Algorithm 5 summarizes our overall design to obtain I . We perform a function-level
analysis for each function F in the reverse topological order of the call graph. We
initialize I with α and δ instrumentations, as described in previous sections (lines 5-6).
Then, conflict sets are created for each η in F (lines 8-9). After the analysis of F, we
create the summary (as explained in Algorithm 4) at line 10 which can be used when
analyzing the callers of F. Subsequently, we apply the minimum hitting set solver that
uses a greedy algorithm [11] to determine the edges for instrumentation. P I is the
program obtained by instrumenting P with the edges in I .
When P I is executed, a partial trace L is generated. We use L and P I as inputs
to Algorithm 2 to derive the executed whole program path.

6.5

Illustrative example

We illustrate the end-end process of our approach using the program given in Fig 6.3a.
The program contains three functions with multiple paths in each function. Fig 6.3b
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G → {1}
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(b) Deriving instrumentation points on the illustrative example (Algorithm 5 on Fig 6.3a).

9
ret

I = {10, 11, 15, 16}

F()

(a) Control-flow graphs

L
(10, 15, 16)
(15, 15)
(11, 16, 10, 16)

Whole program path
(1, 10, 15, 17, 19, 12, 14, 3, 6, 16, 18, 19, 8, 9)
(2, 15, 17, 19, 4, 6, 15, 17, 19, 8, 9)
(1, 11, 16, 18, 19, 13, 14, 3, 5, 10, 16, 18, 19, 12, 14, 7, 9)

(c) Reconstructing WPP using the log (Algorithm 2
on Fig 6.3a).

Figure 6.3: Illustrative example.
shows the information associated with each function. To identify the instrumentation
points, Algorithm 5 analyzes functions in the reverse topological order of the call
graph. Hence, functions are analyzed in the order H, G and F.
In function H, since there are no call sites on either sides of η4 satisfying our
α-instrumentation criterion, we add edge 15 to α. Then, we observe that the path

(16, 18, 19) reaches exitH without making any function calls. Hence, we add edge 16
to δ. Subsequently, since func_pairs(η 4 ) is empty because the pair of paths starting
at η 4 contain edges in I (because α and δ are added to I ), we do not construct any
conflict set. Finally, the function summary σ[H] contains a unique entry as there are
no call sites in H.
Function G contains two call sites to H starting from η 3 and satisfies the αinstrumentation criterion. Hence, edge 10 is added to α. Then, as the path via
edge 11 contains a call site, no edges are added to δ. The pair of paths (10) and (11)
is not returned by func_pairs(η 3 ) due to the presence of edge 10 in α (therefore in I ).
Hence, no conflict sets are constructed. To create the summary of G, we look at path

(11) which reaches the function H. Here, σ[G] is updated using σ[H]. Each entry in σ[H]
is added to σ[G] along with the edge 10. By doing so, we get σ[G][H] = {11}, which
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indicates that function H is reachable from G by taking edge 11. We do not consider
the path (10) for summary generation since the edge 10 is in α.
For function F, none of the edges is added to α or δ as the necessary conditions
are not satisfied. At branch η 2 , consider the pair of paths (5) and (6) to the call sites
of functions G and H respectively. To create conflict sets, we look for common entries
in σ [G] and σ[H]. Here, σ[G][H] = {11} and σ [H][H] = {} exist, which indicates that
function H is reachable from the paths (5, 11) and (6). Hence, a conflict set is created
containing these edges as {5, 11, 6}. Since (5) and (6) is the only pair of path in
func_pairs(η 2 ), this concludes the analysis of η 2 . A similar analysis on the branch η 1
yields the conflict set {1, 11, 2}. Then, a function summary is created for F containing
entries for three functions.
We observe that even though there are 36 WPPs in the program, our approach
creates only two conflict sets. The minimum hitting set for the two conflict sets is

{11}. We use this solution along with α and δ instrumentations to obtain the final
I = {10, 11, 15, 16} which will be sufficient to distinguish the 36 WPPs.
We now explain the offline process of deriving the WPP from a partial trace L.
Fig 6.3c shows the reconstructed WPPs for three partial logs. Consider the first partial
log (10, 15, 16) as input to our reconstruction algorithm. Tracing starts from entryF
(here η 1 ) and the first entry in the log 10 is used to identify the next edge that needs
to be traversed. We observe that the instrumented edge set {10, 11} is reachable via
1 (before any other instrumented edge in the path) and {15, 16} is reachable via 2
for similar reasons. This indicates that the current log entry 10 was generated by a
path starting from the edge 1. Hence, we append edges 1 and 10 to the trace and
read 15 from L. The new entry corresponds to the branch edge at η 4 . The remaining
edges 17, 19, 12, 14 and 3 are appended to the trace until η 2 is encountered with 16
as the log entry under consideration. We derive that 6 and 16 as the reason for the
entry 16 and append them along with the remaining edges up to exitF to obtain the
whole program path. A similar reasoning is applied to derive the WPPs from the
other partial logs.

Chapter 7
Implementation
Our approach is implemented in Java on top of the Soot [35] framework to collect
WPPs in Java programs. We collect the whole programs paths per thread. In this
chapter, we discuss major implementation issues associated with our approach.
Callback handling

A callback in a program occurs when a library method invokes

an application method. Since we only trace the code in an application, it becomes
challenging to identify the occurrence of each callback. To reconstruct per-thread
traces, it is sufficient to track callbacks within each thread. Before the invocation of a
library method, we set a thread-local variable to a unique identifier corresponding
to the call site and unset it after its return. We use this identifier information at the
entry of each application method to determine the occurrence of a callback.
Virtual call resolution

A key requirement of our approach is to precisely identify

the target method of a call site which can be problematic in the presence of virtual calls.
Statically performing virtual call resolution may be imprecise and consequently can
reduce the effectiveness of our approach. Therefore, we obtain the set of classes that
the receiver of any virtual call site may point to at runtime using the pointer analysis
built in Soot. We use this information to construct the possible target methods for
each virtual call site and replace the latter with pointers to the target methods.
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Reflection handling In the presence of Java reflections [30], static whole program
analyses (pointer-analysis, call-graph construction, etc.) will be unsound due to
lack of information about the reflective calls executed at runtime. Without sound
pointer-analysis, virtual call resolution will also become unsound. To handle this, we
use Tamiflex [6], which collects a reflection log for a set of recorded program runs.
Soot uses this log to fill in the missing information about the reflective calls, which
aids in effectively creating sound static whole program analyses for the program.
Implicit method calls

In Java, the class initialization (clinit()) and finalize()

methods are called implicitly by the JVM. Control can jump to these functions at
any time during execution making it hard to identify the path. We address this
by explicitly instrumenting these methods to record the occurrence of the implicit
method call.
Exceptions

An exception breaks the normal control-flow causing the control to

jump to any method in the call chain. Therefore, it is essential to record additional
information about the occurrence of an exception. We handle caught exceptions
by instrumenting catch blocks. Since the catch block has access to the exception
object created at runtime, the source of the exception can be inferred by analyzing
the stack trace. This information is recorded and then tracing proceeds normally
from the catch block. Our approach handles uncaught exceptions by creating an
UncaughtExceptionHandler for each thread and registering it in the JVM, which is
invoked in the event of a crash. The handler records the stack frame entries which
can be used to reconstruct the path till the crash point.
Handling recursion

Algorithm 5 requires reverse topological order of the call graph

necessitating the presence of an acyclic call graph. We instrument the back edges
in the call graph by recording the function invocation and removing the back edge.
This recording is used to infer the execution of the corresponding edge during
reconstruction.

Chapter 8
Experimental Evaluation
We conducted our experiments on an Ubuntu-14.04 desktop machine having a 4.0GHz
Intel Core i7 processor and 32GB of RAM, running Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server
VM (version 1.8). We evaluated our approach using the DaCapo benchmark suite
[5]. The programs from the 2009 version as well as the 2006 version of DaCapo were
used. A few programs in the 2009 version were not supported by Soot [8; 9; 33]. The
details of the programs analyzed and the versions used are given in Table 6.1. We ran
the experiment 100 times with ‘default’ input and report the average of these runs.
We compare our approach (WPP-O) with three other techniques (WPP-M, WPP-L
and WPP-B). WPP-M corresponds to the baseline for instrumentation, WPP-L is the
approach proposed by Larus [19] and WPP-B is an approach that instruments the
outgoing edges of all branch nodes. WPP-M is obtained by modifying Algorithm 5,
where δ-instrumentation is the only source of approximation1 as edges in δ need not
be present in the optimal solution I . Since I − δ is derived using optimal techniques,
any optimal solution for the overall program will instrument at least as many edges as
in I − δ. While instrumenting I − δ alone is insufficient to unambiguously reconstruct
any path in the program, it serves as a baseline to perform our comparisons.
1 The

approximations to scale the approach for real programs.
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Figure 8.1: Static instrumentation comparison.
Our approach instruments fewer edges

Fig 8.1 shows the number of edges instru-

mented by various approaches as a percentage of total branch edges present in the
program. The numbers on top of each benchmark show the total number of branch
edges. The minimum number of edges that need to be instrumented is 27% on average.
In comparison, on average, WPP-O and WPP-L instrument 35% and 56% of the
branch edges respectively. The difference in this number is because WPP-O skips the
instrumentation of certain branch edges which can be inferred by other edges. This
reduction in instrumentation can consequently reduce the incurred runtime overhead.
Characterization of the instrumentation introduced by our approach

Fig 8.2a char-

acterizes the static instrumentation introduced by various components of WPP-O.
The instrumentations inserted for recursion handling, implicit method handling, and
exception handling are grouped together as Others. Broadly, the edges identified by
α-instrumentation (28% on average) and by the hitting set solution (15% on average)
are necessary for precise reconstruction. δ-instrumentation edges (13% on average)
introduce the approximation for scaling the approach to real programs. Callback
handling (38% on average) and other instrumentation (6% on average) account for
handling Java-specific features. The Java-specific instrumentation is a necessary component to collect WPPs for Java programs by any approach. The approximations
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Figure 8.2: Classification of instrumented edges.
associated with the hitting set solution and δ-instrumentation are potential sources of
additional instrumentation which is capped to 28% on average.
In comparison, Fig 8.2b characterizes the dynamic instrumentations recorded by
various components of WPP-O. A significant portion of the instrumentations is due
to the edges due to α-instrumentation, hitting set solution and δ-instrumentation. The
instrumentations due to callback handling and other Java-specific instrumentations
are non-existent, except for fop, where the total number of instrumentations recorded
is less. This demonstrates the importance of the approach proposed in this thesis to
reduce the instrumentation based on program structure.
The time overhead associated with our approach is less Fig 8.3 shows the time
overhead comparisons across the various approaches, where the y-axis represents
the percentage overhead in log scale. The average runtime overhead incurred by the
approach that provides the baseline (WPP-M) is 71% and the overhead by WPP-O is
97%. This indicates that the runtime overhead incurred by an optimal, but technically
intractable approach lies between 71% and 97%. In contrast, the average overhead
incurred by WPP-L is 278%. Further, WPP-O also shows an average and maximum
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Figure 8.3: Time overhead comparison in log scale.
performance improvement of 2.57x and 5.42x respectively, as compared to WPP-L.
Static instrumentation vs Runtime overhead The runtime overhead may not correlate with the number of edges instrumented statically. For example, in fop, even
though the improvement in static instrumentation count between WPP-O and WPP-L
is not large, we see a significant improvement at runtime. On the contrary, in xalan,
the improvement in static instrumentation count is substantially higher than that of
the runtime overhead. This behavior can be accounted due to the design of WPP-O
where all branch edges are considered equally likely and the dynamic branch behavior
of the program is not considered. Consequently, instrumenting a hot edge will result
in a higher overhead. Leveraging the profile of executed edges to determine the
minimum instrumentation count (even at runtime) is part of future work.
Characterization of the trace size Fig 8.4 shows the size of the trace generated by
various approaches as a percentage of the trace size generated by instrumenting all
branch edges. The labels on top show the actual trace size by instrumenting all branch
edges. On average, WPP-M, WPP-O and WPP-L show a reduction in trace size to
38%, 56% and 72% respectively. Interestingly, in batik, h2 and hsqldb, the size of
the trace generated by WPP-L is less than that of WPP-O, even though the runtime
overhead is much higher. This is because the Ball and Larus [3] numbering scheme
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Figure 8.4: Reduction in trace size.
is employed by WPP-L to encode the generated instrumentations succinctly. This
helps in reducing the size of the trace because each log entry can encode a large path
component as compared to WPP-O. Incorporating a numbering scheme on top of the
approach proposed in this thesis to reduce trace size is part of future work.
Impact of α-instrumentation Fig 8.5 demonstrates the effectiveness of the α instrumentation strategy in reducing the conflict sets collected. The graph shows the number
of conflict sets as a percentage of the number of conflict sets collected without using
the α-instrumentation strategy. The labels on top of bars show the actual number.
We observe that the number of conflict sets is not more than 9%. This is because the
total number of conflict sets collected grows exponentially with the program size, and
proactively selecting edges to instrument will help avoid the creation of certain conflict
sets. Since the creation of such conflict sets is avoided on the basis of Property 3, the
reduced number of the conflict sets does not compromise on optimality.
Analysis time

Table 8.1 shows the time taken by the various phases of our approach.

The pre-analysis stage involves employing Algorithm 5 to identify the set of instrumentation points and generating the instrumented program. The average time to
identify the instrumented edges is 26 seconds. The post-analysis stage regenerates
the whole program path executed, by employing Algorithm 2 using the generated
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Figure 8.5: Impact of α-instrumentation
strategy.
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Analysis
time (sec)
10
18
36
12
17
14
14
16
122
28
22
8
19

Runtime
(sec)
1.94
2.2
1.09
7.85
1.6
2.21
1.55
8.35
1.92
4.6
3.72
3.62
1.46

Regeneration
time (sec)
13
21
37
23
21
20
16
31
128
37
29
12
19

Total
(sec)
24.94
41.20
74.09
42.85
39.60
36.21
31.55
55.35
251.92
69.60
54.72
23.62
39.46

Table 8.1: Time comparison.

log. The average time to obtain WPP from the logged partial trace is 31 seconds.
The negligible time spent in offline static analyses helps in efficient instrumentation,
resulting in reduced runtime overheads while generating precise WPPs.

Chapter 9
Related Work
Path tracing

The problem of finding a minimum number of program points to

profile or trace a program has been previously reduced to existing graph problems
[18; 28]. Then, the tracing problem is proven to be NP-complete for single procedure
programs [23]. However, these approaches cannot be directly extended to programs
with multiple procedures. To reduce the overall instrumentation in these programs,
Larus [19] proposed an efficient solution using the Ball and Larus [3] numbering
scheme.
Path profiling

The seminal work on path profiling by Ball and Larus [3] is used

extensively to identify the frequency of paths executed within each function. Further,
a number of approaches have been built on this idea [36; 13]. Vaswani et al. [36]
focuses on profiling a subset of the paths present in a function, and D’Elia and
Demetrescu [13] extends the profiling algorithm to identify the hot paths spanning
multiple loop iterations. In our work, since the WPP consisting of the sequence of
executed edges can be derived, an offline analysis can be employed to extract the path
profiles, edge profiles, etc.
Call trace collection

Casper [37] focuses on reducing the number of call sites

monitored at runtime by leveraging program structure to identify call sites that can
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be inferred. Even though Casper can be modified to collect path traces, there are
a few shortcomings. Casper formulates the problem using a modified version of
an LL(1) grammar, which does not precisely represent the minimum number of call
sites needed to obtain the call trace. Also, Casper obtains the optimal instrumentation
within each method, which is sub-optimal with respect to the whole program. Our
approach formulates the problem using conflict sets and we prove the minimality of
instrumentation in the context of the whole program.
Calling context encoding Calling context encoding [7; 31; 40; 38] focuses on identifying the precise calling context at each point in the program. For example, Sumner
et al. [31] proposed an approach which extends the Ball and Larus [3] algorithm
for the call graph. This information can further be used in various performance
optimizations. The WPP can also be used to extract the calling context, albeit at a
higher cost, as it collects the entire information about the execution.
Data dependence trace Data dependence traces capture the dynamic dependence
between various memory locations during an execution [32; 17; 16]. This information
is useful in finding opportunities for exploiting parallelism in programs. For example,
Kim et al. [17] identify various loops that can be parallelized by looking at the
different memory locations accessed within the loop. Our work is orthogonal to these
techniques as we focus only on the control-flow of the program.
Applications

WPPs have been used to identify the hot regions in a program [25; 29].

This information is useful because compiler optimizations can then be performed on
this region to obtain better runtime performance. WPPs have been used to improve
the reliability of software. For example, Tikir and Hollingsworth [34] used executed
WPPs as a criterion to track the effectiveness of a test suite. WPPs are also helpful in
identifying software thefts, where software is watermarked based on the executed
paths [24]. It has been used in concurrency debugging, where concurrency defects are
detected using the intra-thread whole program trace [14; 21; 22]. These applications
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can all benefit from the approach proposed in this thesis.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
This thesis presents a new technique to precisely and efficiently reconstruct a program
execution’s control-flow, represented as a whole-program path. Its key insight is the
ability to infer edge instrumentation points for the contexts in which a function call
executes, solely from the instrumentation points generated within the function. This
context includes both paths that lead to the call as well as paths that are executed by
the function’s continuation. Incorporating this insight within a modular and scalable
analysis yields results close to the optimal on the applications we have studied, and
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art.
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